September 2020
A New Solution For Your Exam Needs
Online, Paper or Both Together! Trax UK are pleased to introduce a new approach to examination setting and marking. Based
on a common platform, the system emulates the traditional paper approach online by displaying exactly the same format as a
paper based examination with both the question paper and answer sheet shown side by side in an easily recognizable and
familiar layout. Even the answer sheet structure is the same as the paper option and a candidate can, in the same way, answer
questions in any order by simply clicking a box. Additionally dropdown, scripted and numeric answers are supported as well as
the standard MCQ/EMQ/Multi-Select style questions.
Need to undertake a separate paper based exam or run both paper and online simultaneously? No problem! The system
supports all of these scenarios using its unique ‘design once - generate on any platform’ technology.
Need invigilation/proctoring of your online exams, again no problem, we can offer a solution to meet your needs.
When combined with our powerful Queson/Item Bank,

the result is a seamless system capable of undertaking all types of
examinaon, from Entrance tests through to advanced high stakes University and Vocaonal exams. Interested and want to know
more, then why not contact us!

Today for Tomorrow’s Future. Keep Safe.

Example Online Split Screen with Question Booklet on left and Answer Sheet on right with the paper based form adjacent

Trax Question Bank Update

Trax Online Exams

The latest version of the Trax Queson/Item Bank has several new
features including ∗ Linked text opon to allow long scripts or instrucons to be
displayed/printed, ideal for quesons where an arcle or
extract needs to be included with full rich text opon for linked
text, quesons and answers.
∗ New copy queson facility that can save to diﬀerent structure/
levels unlike new version mode that saves to exisng level only.
∗ Ability to check quesons and answers when creang a new
queson list plus the inclusion of level headers in the dra' list.
∗ Ability to re-dra' queson lists before producon, to merge or
exclude secon headers and shuﬄe quesons between levels.
Interested? Why not contact us on 01227 793200 or
Email: sales@traxuk.com

Where Are We: Summer House, 9, Ches3ield Road,
Whitstable, Kent, CT5 3LJ

With further restric ons now coming into force, online
examina ons are currently foremost in most organisa ons’
mind. However, as well as considering the necessity for
invigila on, another problems arises where a candidate/student
disputes their marks and their choice of answers. The Trax
Online system oﬀers a leading edge audit trail solu on that • Takes a screenshot of the candidate’s answer sheet when the
exam is submied and stores it as an image.
• Allows an invigilator to see how/what has been answered.
• Has a full document management opon to allow search and
retrieval of individual answer sheets by the exam administrator
that can be emailed/ posted directly to candidates/students.
• Alleviates the problem relang to a burden of proof as the
image replicates a scanned paper answer sheet.
Want to know more? Email: sales@traxuk.com or contact - Tel :
01227 793200

Tel: +44(0)1227 793200

Email: sales@traxuk.com
Web: www.traxuk.com

